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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Amazon Glacier
B. Amazon DynamoDB
C. ELB Classic Load Balancer
D. Amazon RDS
E. Amazon S3
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which feature is enabled when you start a WebLogic server with the -DserverType=wlx option?
A. Java EE
B. JMS
C. JDBC
D. EJB
E. JCA
Answer: C
Explanation:
-DserverType={"wls" | "wlx"}
Specifies the Server Type, which determines the set of services that are started in the server
runtime.
The default is "wls", which starts all WebLogic Server services, including EJB, JMS, Connector,
Clustering, Deployment, and Management.

The "wlx" option starts a server instance that excludes the following services, making for a
lighter weight runtime footprint:
*(not D) Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)
*(not B, not E) Java EE Connecter Architecture (JCA)
*(not C) Java Message Service (JMS)
Reference: Oracle Fusion Middleware Command Reference for Oracle WebLogic Server ,
Options for Configuring Deployment Attributes

NEW QUESTION: 3
A GIS analyst using ArcGIS Pro needs to georeference several non-georeference aerial photos.
All aerial
photos have a similar spectral signature, the same geographic location, time and season, image
orientation,
image scale, and band combination. The analyst has a single georeference in a known
coordinate system for
the same location, which has the same image properties. The analyst adds the single
georeferenced raster to a
new with an Imagery basemap layer and then applies the following workflow:
Imagery tab > Georeference > prepare group > Fit to Display > Adjustment group
Which next step allows the analyst to georeference the remaining non-georeference aerial
photos?
A. Transform
B. Import Control Points
C. Auto Georeference
D. Add Control Points
Answer: D
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